Therapeutic drugs of the future will exert their action at precisely defined sites of disease, without affecting any healthy organs. Approaches for engineering such drugs are being developed on the basis of biomolecules and modular molecular constructs.

Our ability to deliver the therapeutic molecules to the sites of disease depends on our understanding of the transport processes and pathways existing in the body that could target the drug to the desired locations. Accordingly, our laboratory at Shriners Hospitals for Children — Boston investigates poorly understood physiological transport processes and pathways, and, when the transport mechanisms are identified, develops new approaches for producing novel therapeutic drugs “riding” on these mechanisms to the desired organs or tissues.

Our work relies on the highly multidisciplinary expertise of our research team and cutting-edge technologies, such as positron emission tomography (PET). Our research has been supported by grants from Shriners, NIH, DoD and the pharmaceutical industry. Our studies resulted in eighteen new technologies, all of which have been transferred to the industry for development and commercialization. Two drugs based on our technologies have recently reached clinical trials. Our collaborative work with the industry has facilitated the preclinical development of seven experimental therapeutics for children, as well as aided the translation of three of them to clinical trials. We also provide methodological support (drug delivery, chemistry, imaging) for other groups working at the Boston Shriners Hospital.

Most recently, our laboratory has become the pioneer in the field of cerebrospinal drug transport (from the cerebrospinal fluid to the brain and meninges). Our data changes the mechanistic understanding of the dynamics of cerebrospinal transport, and opens new opportunities for developing novel therapeutics for several currently untreatable pediatric conditions, such as brain cancer and inherited genetic deficiencies.
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